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8 caribou moved to
Baxter State Park
From staff and wire reports

with one of animals.
Tiffany Scratcher, a young female
MILL INOCKET — Fight young
caribou, began to hyperventilate after
caribou were trucked 100 miles to a
the trip, something those involved in the
secret spot in the Maine wilderness Tuesproject had never seen before,
day to be released as biologists began the
McCollough said.
final phase ot the magnificent animal's
"Each indis'dual animal responds difrestoration
ferently to the tranquilizing drug," he
"This is a dream come true for
said. "It's never an easy business
me," said Glenn H. Manuel, who
transporting animals."
sparked the effort in 1985 while he was
McCollough added that all of the
state wildlife commissioner.
animals were doing fine and that seseral
The docile caribou was once 'Maine's
people, including a veterinarian. would
most abundant big-game animal, but
check on the animals during the night.
unrestrained, commercial hunting.
-. Karol %Orden, who tended the
disease and development left it extinct in
caribou in the truck during the nde, said
Maine by 1908.
she had to protect herself from the
Manuel watched as caribou weighing
aillrn2ls' kicks as the Ar-r, were off.
up to 300 pounds were being lifted from
"We tried to sit on as many as we
a mosing van and carried through
could," said %Orden, a University of
melting snow to their new home under
Maine wildlife management student who
a spruce and fir canopy deep iri the norspends most of her time with a "nursery
thern Maine woods. "This means we are
herd" at UMaine.
hopefully correcting a terrible v. rong
More than two dozen caribou that
they're a magnificent animal."
were to become the nucleus of Maine's
The eight caribou were tranquilitesk—mestr herd were capt-WT(1- ift 1C1fviblindfolded and fitted with radio collars
foundland in 1986 and trucked 1,200
before they were hfted on specially-made
miles to Orono. The herd now numbers
canvas stretchers to the trucleTtiesday.
more than 40.
Nearly half of the ride was over unpavOn Wednesday, six more caribou are
ed roads, rutted and full of potholes as
to be taken to Baxter State Park. The 14
Maine's "mud season" sets in.
animals shill be closely monitored for
Mark McCollough. director of the
seseral weeks before they are released
Maine Caribou Project, said although
things went well, there was a problem
(see CARIBOU pose AO)
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caribou is carried to it. new home in northern Maim. Taesday,
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NAACP-leader-ealls
Lick's remarks racist
PORTLAND, Maine(AP)— A black leader proposed
-- Tuesday that the University of Maine offer sensitivity
training in race relations following the uproar over its
president's remarks about athletic prowess among blacks.
Gerald Talbot, former state legislator and longtime head
of the Portland chapter of the NAACP, also urged the
university to promote and encourage black student recruitment by offering scholarships "outside the sports
arena."
laibot said he believes President Dale W. Lick's statement last week that the muscle structure of blacks makes
them better suited to some positions in football and
basketball was cause for his resignation.
"I do not consider Mr. Lick a racist. I do, however, consider his statements to be of a racist nature." 1111bot
said in a prepared statement.
Lick was out of state and could not be remelted for
comment.
Talbot urged university trustees to arrange a sensitivity
training workshop in race relations for staff and administrators. The workshop, to be held once or twice a
year, would focus on minority-related issues.
Kent Price, spokesman for the statewide university
system, said the university holds workshops designed to
make its employees aware of -the-problem of sexual
noment.

r7f

(see NAACP page 10)

task-foree-repert-

-Changing —EdTudes is key to solving problem of unequal
'treatment of omen at University of Itainet_presidentsays
by Lisa cline
Staff Writer
University of Maine President Dale Lick said changing
people's attitudes is the first step
toward solving the problem of.
unequal treatment of women on
campus.
Lick, responding—to- the
Report of the Task Force on the
Status of Woman, said one of
the report's mon objectives Was
to make people aware of the
problem.
"Our success (will be) based
on changing attitudes," he
said. "If we cannot change attitudes, we will fail."
Suzanne Estler, director of
Equal Opportunity and a
member of the .task force,
agreed that changing people's
attitudes is important.
"Yoe can make peopk follow
the letter of the law, but that:
doesn't always lead to
change," Estler said.

Change comes about through
education and awareness, she
said.
Lick said he is "amazed at
the lack of awareness at how
women are treated at the university and in -society."
According to the 1988 Task
Force Report on the Status, of
Women, women faculty
members are paid less on
average than their male counterparts. The task force also found
that there are considerably
fewer women in higher faculty
and administrifiVepoiitiOns at
UMaine.
Also, the report indicated
that female students often feel
discriminated in the classroom.
The task force was appointed
by President Lick in 1987 to
study the treatment of women
on .c_ampus.
The 104 recommendations
included in the first drift of the
implementation plan are
designed to rectify the existing

inequities at the university. Lick
said.
Many of the recommendations regard the sponsoring of
programs and workshops
designed to- educate the university community about the nghts
of women.
• For example, a workshop on
non sexist language and sexual
harassment s- ponsored ..by the
Women in the Curriculum and
the Office of Equal Opportunity is already being offered and
will be offered again in the
future.
The plan also provides for the
hiring of women to fill the next
available positions of vice president and dean.
Currently, there are no female
'Ace presidents employed at the
abiversity and just one female
The establishment of two adminstrative internships for

•

(see FEMALE page 4)
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News Briefs

Residents of West Campus:
Your Area Board Presents...

Exxon prepares to salvage oil tanker

Vie SCCONO ANNUal

West Campus Semi-Fortmal
With Music By TEE INSPECTORS
Saturday April
8:30- 1230

-

>

VALDEZ, Alaska (AP) — Exxon
crews Ttiesday finished pumping the
remaining crude oil out of the tanIxt
Exxon Valdez in preparation for
refloating and removing the source of
the nation's worst-ever Oil spill.
The fugitive captain of the Exxon
Valdez..sent signals he was ready to
surrender to face criminal charges Of
operating the vessel while drunk.
The thick oil has floated over more
l'acan 1,640 square miles nad soiled 800
miles of beach. Thousands of animals
are known dead.
At noon Tuesday. Exxon said it had
finished transferring 48 million
gallons of crude oil to three other
ships. Tiventy-five
-iitalkn gallons of
oils tasty water remained aboard the

‘'aldez. which spilled more than 10
million gallons of crude into Prince
William Sound when it struck a reef
March 24.
The company said it would attempt
to pump air into the hold and refloat
the vessel off a reef at lugh tide
Wednesday afternoon.
If freed, the still-leaking ship,
which has eight holes some 20 feet
'Ong in its hull, will be towed to a
remote-and already fouled cove for
Main.
Exxon then planned to take the
ship to a Portland, Ore,dry dock, but
port officials there said they weren't
sure it they'd allow that, even though
$12 million,repair wOuld providehc
some MO be.

shuttle bus prOxicled to the

BANGOR BALLROOM

Investigation of Wright continues
WASHINGTON (API — The
House Ethics committee today
-despensed its investigation of Speaker
Jim Wright by taking depositions
from a Fort Worth 'Wiliness partner
of the speaker and an official of a
Florida savings and loan institution.
The committee tOCA-Rbreak from
its weeks of deliberations in the
Wright case to re-open the investigative pbase with closed-door interviews of George Mallick, a Fort
Worth devekoper with financial ties to
\Writ*. and Richard Swann, chairlean of the American Pioneer Savings
_
-811111E---Iii OrlandoCommittee member Rep. John T.
Myers, R7Ind., said the interviews
should be wrapped up in one day. The
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be at least a week or two away.
Malhck had been interviewed
before by committee investigators, but
was called back to undergo questioning about an investment he and
Wright made in "Winderwoocr a
housing development undertaking by
Swann and others beginning in 1985,
at a time when Wright was pressing
federal regulators to be lenient with
financially troubled S&I.s. Wright
made roughly_ W.000 On the. deal.
•

At the same time, the Wall Street
Journal reported that Richard
- Phelan, the ethics panel's special
counsel in the Wright case, views
benefits Wright and his wife received
from Mallick as unreported gifts. The
---Wr-igItts- and- Mallieir-and
were partners in a small investment
sompaay„

Lawmakers debate right to die cases

,

-

The Da.II

AUGUSTA. Mane (AP) —
Maine's legal commuliityis divided
over legislation that wouldgie the
Superior Court exclusive furisdi
in legal decisions as to whether an incapacitated adult should be kept alive
or allowed to die
ManWs "living will" law--permits'
an individualto sipuilegaldocument_
prohibiting doctors fm artificiaW
prolonging life in the event of terminal illness. But-it does not cover inAlividoals-whobake-not made Iheir
wr••'-g
in
tentions .. known
beforehand:
The--issUe received widespread attention in the legal battle over
removal of the life-support system of
markW_eay_ers the. 1.6_-_year- old
Portland man who was left in a "per- .
sistent vegetative state" after he suffered brain damage when he was

stabbed in a Lewiston street fight in
1985.
Lawmakers say they have no quarrel with the decision by_Cumberland
my Probate Judge Dana W.
Chi
allow weawes-mother to
remove *Jeediattubethatba041-her son alive The tube was removed
Thursday.- - However. some leg'stators question
whether pall-time, elected probate
a
shno
dudIdeat
behthe
deasi
one
oszmake such lifeThey say each tbse should be
reviewed be a Superior Court judge
who would hear evidence -from_ all
..-sidenon whether terminating-redical
treatment or withholding nutrition
would be in the patient's best
interests,

Dechaine sentenced to life in prison
L

ROCKLAND, Maine (AP) — A
20-year terms for each of three addiSuperior Court judge on Tuesday
tional counts, which include kidnapordered Dennis Dechaine to spend the
ping and gross sexual misconduct. All
rest of his life in prison for the
the sentences will run concurrently.
torture-slaying of a young babysitter,
--.The judge, speaking before a nearly
telling Dechaine the- maxi-stun
courtroom audience that insentence was the only way to ensure
cluding members of the victim's fami"that you never have the opportunily on one side and friends of
ty to murder another little girl."
Dechaine on the opposite side, said he
Justice Carl P_, Bradford imposed —found
cir
sentences for each of the two murder
Cunllises to warrant a lesser penalcounts for which Dechaine was conty for the slaying of Sarah Cherry of
victed. He also imposed the maximun
Bowdoin.
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Panel: Women's roles
by Christina koliander
Staff Writer
An international panel of four women
discussed the changes women have made
and still face in their own countries at
a lecture Tuesday afternoon.
Sponsored by Women in the Curriculum, the lecture focused on "Global
Perspectives on Women and Social
Change."
"There are many changes in the
woman's life there," Macoura Oulare,
a citizen of Guinea. She said that for a
long time, women had the traditional
role of being the housewife.
"They were like an object," she
said.
The women in Guinea received their
independence in 1958, and there now is
a national committee for the women of
Guinea. The committee, Oulare explained, helps women cope with their everyday problems.

Oulare said there are currently mamen
in almost every profession in Guinea, including medicine and physics. There is
one woman in a government leadership
role.
The women of India have just recently learned how to be financially independent, said Rajeswari Natardjad a citizen
of India.
Natardian, who is currently working
on her Ph.D. in microbiology at the
University of Maine, explained divorce
is uncommon in India because woman
generally rely on their husbands for
"There has been amazing change."
Natardjan said. She said there are
women in every single profession in India. She cited the I8-year reign of Indira
Ghandi as prime minister as an example of a woman succeeding in a man's
world. There are even women in the
government now, and she said they aren't
just secretaries

She said that after living in the United
States for three years, she observed a
change in India when she returned_ She
said it had been "Westernized."
"I see a change," Nartardjan said.
In Brazil: where Lucia Guerra lives,
there are changes for women, hut that
varies from region to region.
In the city where she lives. Guerra
said, the first female mayor of Brazil has
been elected.
"I heard men ask, 'Who is this
woman?' " she said.
Guerra said many women are mvolsed with politics in Brazil. She said
women are being educated more than
the) used to be.
But "we still base many things to
do," she said.
Isabelle Meissonner, of France, said
there are new changes in her country. one
of which is a better knowledge of the
surrounding countries.
"You can't help people who are afraid

of things." Meissonner said, in regard
to the negative responses io women in
the work force.
"We (women) have to make our own -proof," she said.
Panel members said if a mother is
employed, an older relative will usually
take care of the children, instead of going to a day care center.
Nartardjan said that in India, if a
woman is .working on a farm, the child
will be taken on the job, no matter how
young they are. There are no day care
centers in India, she said.
Guerra said that at the university
where she works, a nursery is provided
for children of faculty, but they do not
spend the whole day there.
She qud pregnant women in Brazil
receive a four-month "license," in
which they receive full pay. Even though
the license is guaranteed by the Brazilian
constitution, employers argue that they
JOK money because ot it
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These Seniors have aheady taken

The atallenge

John Branin
Lisa Rally
Laura Bass
talus Broadbent
Stephanie 1.ydon —Mark Ni(mrtle
Barbara Constanine Mark LaFountain Edward Radgowski
William Gordon
Rosalee Kay Cousins Lisa Allen
Elizabeth Nagelin
Miranda Davy
Keith LaBrie
Chnstopher Chaps
Tammy Fitch
Mark Robinson
Julia Whitney
Michelle Gerson
Shawn Lister
Brian Staton
Wendy Gulliver
Bnan Sullivan
Cheryl Holmes
Cortland Stiles Jr Jeffre Turner
Lisa Lewsque
John Kachmar
Todd Richard
Chnstopher
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Lauren Lunny
John Salvatore
Julie McConnell
Deboran Dutton Ivy Taylor
Heather Newman
Randy Metevief-- -- Jennifer Doughty
Catherine Healy
Kirsten Schulze
John Gallant
David LeBlanc
Sarah Simmonds
Andrew York
Peggi,Smith
Jennifer Deemer James Duval
Rodnev Mondor
Jodi Tedford
Martin Richard
Jeffrey Zachau
Troy Beaulieu
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Lick said the recommendations included in the Implementation Plan are
designed to generate feedback from the
university community before a final plan
is drafted.
Evelyn Newlyn, director of the
Women in the Curriculum Program and
a member of the task force, said she was
pleased with the "spirit- of the university's response.
Newlyn said the fact that Lick addressed every recommendation of the
task force report demonstrates an
understanding of the problem and a long
term commitment to solvrng it.
--Ovecall, Lulu said she was pleased
with the recommendations but said she
thinks some arras should be looked into further.
For example, she said she would like
the report to be more specific about the
funding for some of the proposed
programs.
Lick said funding for the programs
will be provided through the university's
regular budget as well as through private
sources.
He said the university has not yet
determined how how much it will cost
to implement the—pCograms. •
For now, he said, the university is
primarily concerned with creating the
foundation for change.
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women, and the development of a mentor system for female employees are also
recommended.
These recommendations, Lick said,
reflect the university's commitment to
creating an environment with female role
models.
Also recommended is the establish
ment of a professional staff salary
structure.
The proposed structure would include
an equitable job evaluation and description of.. system, an updating of job
descriptions, and the correction of pay
inequities.
D'Arnsai.
associate vice chancellor for Human
Resources, the UMaine System and the
Maine Professional Staff Association are
addressing this recommendation.
Last fall, D'Amico said, the UMaine
System was given S2.7 million by the
Maine Legislature to correct the pay inequities of classified employees, such as
clerical workers and custodial staff.
Other issues addressed in the plan include the expansion of women's health
and child care services, the recruitment
of women students into traditionally
male-dominated areas of study, and the
implementation of programs to promote
the development of leadership skills
among women.
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STUDENTS WHO NEED

MONEY FOR COLLEGE

These Seniors realize the importance of providing support
for the growth and development of the University of Maine
Show your class spirit and pride through Senior Challenge
the five-year PLEDGE sponsored by The Class of '89 and General
Alimni Association.

Every Student is Eligible for Some Type of
Financial Aid Regardless of Grades or Parental Iricpme.

We have a data bank of over 200.000 listings of scholarships,
fellow
ships. grants, and loans representing over $13 billion in private sector
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Initials for the University with-thelxst hocke* team in the country.

Initials for the department which offers the best service for computers
on campy-L(1i Shibies Hall,Instructional System- enter.)
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Initials for the computer cgmpany which has had three Nobel winners
in the lastihree years.
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Initials-for the best studeniand faculty program offering personal
compttefs-and-sentice ata:great-price (IBMcampusTèchnology
Center) NOW ON CAMPUS!
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GSS provides funds for future conOerts
Two reS9lutions_passed to help bring popular musical entertainment to UMaine__
by Jonathan Bach Staff Writer '
The General Student Senate has taken'
measures to provide University of Maine
students with performances from
popular names in musical entertainment.
In two resolutions at Tuesday night's
GSS meeting, funds *tie delegated
toward getting "big name artists" to perform at UMaine.
One of the resr.1..ti,-,r,the GSS pass-

ed provided $10,000 to. be placed in an
account with matching funds from the
Union Board and the Mine Center for
the Arts.
According to the resolution, the combined total of $30,000 would be used to
program concerts with artists' fees that
exceeded S10,000.
Jessica Loos, an off-campus senator
and member of the Off-Campus Board,
said the funds would be possibly
generated on a yearly basis, and funds
raised from the concerts would be put
back into theaccount.
"It's going to be mainly focusing on
concerts of $10,000 or more," she
said. "Basically what it does is give you
more 'up front' money."
Loos said the pool of money would
allow more opportunity for `popular
music entertainers, like Edie Brickell and
the New Bohemians, to play at UMainc.
Loos said the idea is to try to make
money to be put into other concerts.
"This way you have a pool of money,

and every time a specific gronp wants to
do a concert, they at least have a baste
to work with and they don't have to -go-groveling for it," she said.
Besides covering artist fees that may
exceed $10,000, the account would also
cover stage and lighting fees, advertising,
and other expenses incurred in staging
the concert, Loos said.
As for selecting the popular names,
Trt--Aselcerniarin, student government
vice president, said student government
is open for suggestions.
- Ackermann suggested Sting and
Crosby, Stills, and Nash, saying "it
would be great if we could get somebody
of that caliber to come."
Asked if the allocation was too large,
,Ackermann said the.idlocation is "more
than appropriate."
Loos is a little worried the GSS will
look at the allocation and not give future
allocations of money to the OCB for
concerts.
"I'm concerned that the senate is go-

is YOUR MOST
vALUABLE POSSESSION.

ing to -Misinterpret this and (the Executive Budgetary Committee) might not
Want to give us that money when it
comes up towards budgeting," Loos
said. "It probably won't be a problem..:It
should hopefully work out well."
Ackermann Said he doesn't thinklhe
sehate-will hold that against them.
The GSS passed another refiolution
giving $4,000 to the`Maine Day Committee to partially cover,entertainment and
for the annual
promotional ex
event.
John Cafferty and th Beaver Brown
Band is teriatively schedUled to play on
Maine Day (April 19).
Kathy Reddy, a member. the Maine
Day committee,-saktehe,
serves
two purposes.
"We're hoping to use the
as an
incentive to students tok in lie morning." she said. "We always hive an
evening celebration to bring the !ylaine
Day focus together."
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For a limited time,you have your choice of three IBM-Personal System/2'
of the
models at a special campus price. These PS/2 models_ are_an
charts in quaiitv and value. So,stop in and see us today!
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- -PS/2-Model 30 286

ow"!
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The 8530-E21 includes 1 Mb
—memory, an 80286 (10 MHz)
processwone 3.5" diskette drive
(1.44 Mb), 20 Mb fixed disk drive:
IBM Mouse,8513 Color Display,
DOS/MMrctostifr Windows/
286. Word and hDC Windows
ExpressTM. Software is loaded
and ready to go!
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List
- Price

Your
Nice*

$2,399

PS/2 Model 50 Z
The 8550-031 includes 1 Mb
memory, an 80286 (10 MHz) processor, one 3.5" diskette drive
(1.44 Mb), 30 Mb fixed disk drive.
IBM Mouse, IBM Micro Channel
Architecture 8513 Color Display,
DOS 4.0. Microsoft Windows/286."
Word, Excel and hDC Windows
Express. Software is loaded and
ready to go!

,117 $2,799

Y.

PS/2 Model 70 386
The 8570-E61 includes 2 Mb
memory, an 80386(16V-Iz)
---,- processor, one 3.5" diskeftOrive
(1.44,m0), po Mb fixed disk drive,
IBM Mouse, IBM Micro Channel
_ Architecture. 8513 Color Display.
-DOS 4.0-,--Microsoft Windows 386,
Word, Excel and hDC Windows
Express. Software is loaded
and ready to go!

A

$8,912 $4,449

•This otter is limited to qualified students. faculty and staff who order an IBM PS/2 Model 8530-E21. 8550-031 or 8570-E61 on

or before June 30. 1989. Prices quoted do not include sales tax. handling and/or processing charges Check with your school
regarding these charges Orders are subiect to availability IBM may withdraw the.promotion at any time without written notice.
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Evil Dr. Lick
not so evil
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t's often the case that the strangest results come from the
most heated arguments. It's also often the case that
enemies find their foes are not much different from
themselves.
Proof in point: what could have been the death blow to
Dale Lick's career has turned our to be a catalyst for new
support of the troubled president.
Lick's comments about black athletes caused a greater
uproar than discretionary funds, comprehensive fees, and
basketball-conch Settlements combined. Indeed, where it was
only certain activists calling for his resignation before the
infamous GSS open forum, now everyone wants a piece of
the action—especially legislators.
Dale Lin nas never said -Wit a great communicator. Nor
has his boss, Chancellor Robert Woodbury., claimed Lick is
a great communicator. Nor has Harrison Richardson, the
Chairman of the Board of Trustees, the man who was the
driving force behind hiring Lick. claimed Lick is a great
communicator.
. But what all three have said, and proven., is that Lick IS
a great president.
Lick has raised more money for the University Of Maine
than any past president of the University in the same span
of time That's not money just for athletics, either; it's for
academics, buildings, clubs, research, cultural and social
•
events, to name a kw..
Lick commissioned, on his own volition, a tagrforre-On
the status of women. Many have claimed the action was done
to pay "lip service" to women's groups on campus.
Now, why would anyone commission a task forge, when
that person knows ahead of time that commission's report
is going to point out several failures? .
Mans might say the same person that would have the
short-sightedness to make statements about black athletes
which were so obviously incorrect.
But look at the number of Lick's critics who, when they
realized this could be the end of his presidency. ran to his
'side and said calling for his dismissal was not the answer.
Perhaps they've•-finally discovered that the "evil" Dr. Lick
isn't so had after all.

Of genetics and ping pong

>NI 4Q41er La tick.

With all this talk of genetic
pong plasers than Norpredisposition running up and
therners."
down the state, I thought I'd
"Wow." I said, "how did
check in and see what my friend
you manage to do-that?"
Dr. Itsa F. Arse, the famous.
"Well," he said, "through
genetic engineer, had to say on
the in-depth research that I've
the topic.
just finished, I've proven that
1P011,01~MPG WPM
"Oh. I'm glad 'goo popped
*ittiernas have &better wristin," Dr. Arse-slid as 1 came
to-hand-to-finger ratio than
Ilbtlmnday, Apre L18119
v 0; 104
into his lab. "I've just finished
no. 44
Northerners do."
in-depth
some
doing
"Really?" I said. "How did '
research."
Michael Di Cicco
you conduct this research?"
"Oh, on what?" I asked.
"Oh, I just went out on camEditor
"Well." he said, "it's on
pus and asked the first 10 peo.__why Southerners are rinAbe
ple I came across if I could
Michael Di Cicco
Robert Langiois
_
average, better ping—portg--- measure their hands'bettit---- -' players than Northerners."
"Then 1 compared those
Business Manager
"They are?" I asked.
Dr. Arse just rolled his eyes. figures to similar measurements
Jonathan Bach. Assistant Editor
"Sure they are," Dr. Arse "Well'; he said, "if Northerners
I had taken in Ft. Lauderdale
V. illiam Fletcher, Assistant Business Manager
said, nodding his head the was
Were such hot ping pong
during my spring break.
Dasid Bull. Production Manager
famous genetic engineers do. "I
players, one would think they'd
".ow," I said, impressed
mean just think about it. There be- holding an kmds-of-Tring by thefar-reaching Doug Kesseli. City Editor
pwo t-eitrk.
were tons of ping pong tour- pong tournaments up here like
Mike Laberge, Head Copy Editor
Arse's research.
naments down south last they do in the south. Bit as _ "Finally," he continued, "I
Mike Bourque, Sports Editor
.
year."
you've just confirmed, they' used my secret formula which
Dan Bustard, Joe Grant, Assis. Sports Editors
"Tons?" I asked.
don't so they obviously aren't" involved the waist size of my
1.arysa Cohen, Tammy Hartford, Opinion Editors
"Tons," he said.
Doug Vanderweide, Photo Editor
"Aren't what?" I asked, get- •bozer shortkrtbe real chemical
"SO?" I asked.
John Holyoke, Special Projects Editor
tinirconftised.
Makeup of Froot Loops and
"Well," he said. "have you
"Aren't as good ping pong three or four shots. of good
Rhonda Morin, Features Editor
heard of any big-time ping pong
players as the people in the scotch."
Galen Perry, Kathy Marconi, Ad Managers
tournaments going on around south are," he said.
Cindy Strownsas, Ad Production Manager
"Wow," I . said, "I guess
here lately?"
"Oh, I see," I said.
Kathy Reddy, Assistant Ad Production Manager ,
that - proxes•
- •"No, not really," I said.
"But, of course it's.n4 the
" it most Certainly
"Well, there," he said, "that
Northerners' fault," Dr. Arse does," he said.
The Oath' Maine( ampus is published five times a week at the I. ru,ersity Of
proves it."
said,
•
Maine. Offices are in the basement of Lord Hall. Suite 7A, UMaine, Orond- "Proves whatriTiiiirrat"Really?'"T siid, feeling betMichael Di Cicco is a jourME 01469. Telephone numbers: Adverusang. 581-1273; Subscriptions. 581-1272;
"It proves that people from ter about myself already.
nalism majorfrom Essex JuncEditor. 581-1271; Newsroom. 581-1267. 1269, 1270; Sports, 581-1268 Printed
down
south are just.better ping
"Not, uot at all," he said. tion, Permont who has been
at the Ellsworth American, Inc., Ellsworth. ME Icl(opyright. 77w Daily Marne
Campus All rights reserved.
pong players than people up "You see I've just proven that told he has the gefi'etic
north," he said.
Southerners are genetically predisposition of an angry pole"How so?" I asked.
predisposed to be better ping cat.
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Response
Bomb thre•ats
are annoying
To the editor:

ting steam, or may have a
serious grudge against soFor once in my academic meone. He/she may not want to
career I wanted to attend a take a test that morning.
class, just once! I grabbed my Whatever your problems may
knapsack and headed across be, please don't deal with them
campus (a good 10-15 minute via a bomb threat. Go for a
walk). 4ow arid behold, 1 iar r i ve walk or a jog. Count to ten.
at my dstination (Neville Hall) Have a beer, or several beers for
and a refighterstils me I can- that matter. Crank some music
not e ter the building because Do w hatever it takes (within
of
"bomb scare." What's reason), just don't call in a
th deal here? I've been atten- bomb scare, because when you
(ins this university for nearly do you are infringing on my life.
ve years and I don't recall any' I invest in excess of $8,000 a
mb scares prior to the last year to get this education.
t.vo years. Once in a while 1 While I am not Joe Academid4)n't mind missing a class, cian, I could have used the time
pecially if its due to a situa- you wasted to maintain my
on beyond my control. "blazing" 2.3 GPA. You wasted
Sometimes..1 even get caught up my time! You owe me!
in the eventfulness of missing a
I need to go to class, and
class due to a bomb scare. But sometimes I want to go to class.
enough is enough! A test I was Please, don't jeopardize my fife supposed to take on Friday Let me go to class!
(3 '31) was postponed because
Leave the thoughts of a bomb
of another bomb scare. I was scare in your head. However, if
ready for this test; I stayed up --you do decide to call in a bomb
until 3 a.m. stugying for this scare, then call me ahead of
test. Two consecutive days, two time (24 hour notification will
bomb scares, two classes be fine), so I can reschedule my
cancelled. I'm sick of it! I don't day.
understand the reasoning or the
Thank you.
motivations of someone who
calls in a bomb threat. He,she
S.A. Klein
may be a prankster, may be ven-
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To the editor:
This is to every student here
at the University of Mairn. It
concerns a big issue today:
Human Sexuality. How many
of you think you know all there
is to know about sexuality? If
you're like I used to be,..you
don't believe there is too much
else to learn: But tell me:
What do you know about
conception, childbirth, teenage
pregnancy, abortions, birth control, male and female sexuality,
homosexuality, heterosexuality,
sexually transmitted diseases,
rape, and the big issue today —
AIDS? Let me give you a few
interesting statistics: In my
Human Sexuality class 87 percent of the students have been
sexually active; 93 percent say
premarital sex is okay; 35 percent have had an involuntary
sexual experience; 12 percent experienced childhood sexual
abuse, and 60 percent report
having between one and five
sexual partners. Although this
isn't a totally random sample
that means approximately
10,440 if you have been sexually active; 11,160 say premarital
sex is okay; 4,200 have had an
involuntary sexual experience;

1,440 experienced childhood
sexual abuse, and 7,200 of you
have had anywhere from one to
five partners. I believe this is
evidence enough for us to all
learn about every aspect of
sexuality.
am taking Human Sexuality(air3.51)taught by Sandra
Caron. If it wasn't for the fact
that I changed my area of study
and got PLACED into this required class, I never would have
known such a class existed. I
tce Prow:lent Don Quaver
have been encouraging all my
friends and classmates to, at
some point before they
graduate, take this course. I feel
escry student should be
quired to take such a class, if
should be'300
--not before, then upon entet ing
the university. I highly recom- words
or less, and
mend you sign up for this class.
It is both an interesting and Tun
guest columns
class and I gurantee you will
about 450 words.
come away from it knowing a
lot more about yourselves,
-aiieryone around
and the
-purposes,
topics I previously listed.

re--Aetters to the editor

For verification
g -name,

Elizabeth L. Ray
234 Knox Haft-

address, and phone
number must accompany all letters.

Sexual addiction; Not a laughing matter
Guest colum

From the inner pages of The Daily
Maine Campus(Wednesday, February 8, under the guise of loving-kindness, 'to
1989), I read Michael Di Cicco's protect me!' To protect themselves.
Any audience that pleads with Wade
editorial: "A would-be sex addict?" as
I drank my cup of tea. Another busy to 'Say it isn't so; pushes him back into
day; text books and class schedules disease, back into the shadows that he
demanded my attention. As I left Damn is just beginning to fight. Those first tenYankee to go to class I stuffed The Dai- tative wcirds that tell the secret, that
ly Maine Campus into my brief case;to break the god-awful silence, are outward
re-read again and again: You got my at- and visible signs that the addict
recognizes the addiction! These are im_ tention, Michael ...
portant words: Perhaps the most imporAnd I would cry: -FOUL!
Your tongue-in-cheek account of tant words they will ever speak.
These words must not be ridiculed
Wade Bogg's addiction is witty, wellusually watch Gerald°. but I
--paced, and wrong II Wade Boggs is sexcondition will not _wish that I had seen this particular proually
gram. Did Wade Boggs really say that he
-"hopefully"-(or.otherwise!) "pass."
Wade Boggs can be a 'recovering' ad- had found a cure? Threatened exposure
dict, but never a 'recovered' addict: in the forarof-a beautiful woman (or an
irate neighbor) is not a cure. To be exThere is no cure.
You tell me that "Wade ... last week posed to the harsh light of day does not
bravely announced to the public his hor- 'fix' the horrific problem that we do not
rific affliction, his perhaps, debilitating want to talk about. Nor is naming the
disease." 'Affliction' implies pain, suf- disease a disease a 'cure To repeat
fering, or distress imposed upon by an myself, there isn't any cure. I admire the
Wade Boggses who-hat-Mir courage to
outside influence.
'Addiction', on the other hand, is the name their disease, to tell their own
condition of giving oneself up to ci story.
Ms. Adams demand for a exorbitant
strong habit (i.e., the use of narcotics or
.alcohol). Affliction is, perhaps, amount of money may have been the
debilitating: Addiction IS debilitating! catalyst, Wade Boggs' last straw, but it
By its very definition, addiction means still took courage to stand and face the
camera, to stand and face his fans — and
the loss of self.
Wade announcedlhat tie is addicted risk losing them.
Wade Boggs refers to Wade Boggs as
to sex, and you respond with
"Ohmagod. Sly it isn't so, Wide" rve Wade Boggs? There-Thole been times in
heard those words: 'Say it isn't so'. 'I my own journey of recovery that I not
-don't want to hear this: 'I can't handle only referred to myself as 'that woman;
this:'Make it go away!' Keep still! Deny! but I hung me on a hook clear across the
room so that I would not contaminate
. Lie a little while longer!'
me!
fl
IL II
II
from M 5

-H-.

considering I haven't had a date in a
This strange language is called while. But I am a would-be sex addict.
'detachment! It's called 'distance:
Yes, definitely a would-be sex addict,---._
It's called 'temporary', but (especially
I f what you say is trim, Michael, you
in times of stress) it's called necessary. are the one who belongs on the GerakkiYou are right: Wade Boggs has open- Show: One of a kind! 'Would-be ad.N.
ed doors for thousands of men and dictirThere is no such thing. No one
women,inviting them to come out of the asks for addiction! No one yearns for a
shadows to work on their own recovery. struggle this difficult! Furthermore, a
But these doors open to a journey, nor sexual addict is iforkiiiiiiine who is ina destination. Not much is documented volved in a non-stop orgy, having the
about this particular disease. Yet.
time of his or her life. A sexual addict
But we already know that there are isa person who has an incurable disease.
thousands similarly afflicted, some even There is treatment — if the addict
on this campus.- Thousands, %chat-Li-- ettobsies:to work for the test of their life.
from all walks of life, from all age Moving into recovery means rigorous
groups,'from all cultures and societies, honesty, not only with others, but with
from housewives to preachers.
the self. Moving into recovery means adAddictions do not discriminate.
mitting powerless over people, places,
It is known that sexual addiction is a and things, and a conscious leaning on
disease that smolders for years, often. a power greater than the seli. Being a
times traceable to abuse or neglect. It is recovering addict means embrv.ing a life
a disease that feeds on promiscuity and of process and progress towards Shalom,
pornography. It is a disease that robs the knowing that he or she will never arrive.
addict of a lot of hard-earned money
You write, "Thank you for giving me
and a lot of hours.
the chance tó äi myself." I would
It is a disease that guarantees guilt. rather that you thank Wade for letting
The sexual addict can never be assured light into darkness, for
setting the
of a safe environment. Common, or- captives—if not free—then at
least on a
dinary events feed this insidious disease: path of hope. Oh, by the way.
Michael,
television commercials and some game my name is Betty, and I am an alcoholic.
shows lead the list. We live in a society Just one woman who daily chooses
victhat sells automobiles, toothpaste, and tory over disease. I walk tall, and
take
dog food wrapped in sex-appeal. Dif- addiction—and recovery—very seriously.
ficult? Understatement.
•
11-easure your rare gift of poking fun
I can appreciate your wit, and get at the stolid establishment; words
can through your sarcasm, and even unders- make a difference and laughter is
a
tand your unspoken embarrassment, but wonderfully sneaky way to
defuse
I cannot handle your put-down.
volatile problems. But don't laugh at my
In fact, I, yes, am a sex addict...Well, pain. Please. There are lots of us.
If one
I guess that wouldn't be quite accurate addict is ridiculed.all
are diminished.

-
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(continued fr-- page 1)

from their three-acre enclosure.
As they were released Tuesday, most

Campus Comics
by-Mitt-Lewis

Fred
cora PtiecillfAill
filfY r wiz? YOC,7
fo circ A
1

of the caribou sprang to their feet and
-.pawing for their favoeittinaca.
lichen-Others needed to be revived with
a drug. '
Biologists aft keeping the location Of
their pen a secret so gaw kers and
poachers will not disturb or harass the
gregarious animals.
"They're the public's. 1 hope they will
respect them,‘" said Dr. Ladd Heidenbrand, a veterinarian who also watched
over the caribou during the trip.
Biologists hope that the caribou, bred
from a non-migratory herd of woodland
caribou, will use the area where they are
being released as their new breeding
ground,
Thomas Urquhart. director of the
Maine Audubon Society, said the project
"has been carried out extremely well."
and he called it "a tremendous symbol
for conservation"
"Here is a real good opportunity to do
something to bring back the balance of
nature to what it was," said Urquhart.,
But he added that the project would not
be a scuccess until Maine has a self.•
sustaining wild herd.
A less sophisticarted project was attempted in 1963, but the two. dozen
caribou that were freed in BaituisState
Park have vanished.
Francis Dunn, who was involved in the
earlier attempt, wore a "Caribou for
Maine" t-shirt during Tuesday's transfer.
The former state biologist said that
the use of radio collars to keep track of
the animals and their short migration
range create "about as favorable(conditions) as we possibly can have."
Biologists say OW big unknown is the
potential effect of the -brain worm"
parasite that affix:hi-dem. But Heidenbrand said the caribou many not be prone to the disease because they occupy
higher ground.
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Dociiiesbury

"There has not been, to trey
knowledge, a similar soft of thing on
racial or ethnic sensitivity, ben themes
no reason I know of why there should
not be," Price said.
University Chancellor Robert L._
Woodbury plans a special meeting of _
the board of trustees Thursday in
.---H-.----Gorham to consider what actions the
umber-City-can taiiiithe wake of the
Lick controversy "to turn an unfortunatt incident into a positive one."

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

Think Logic
If Nicole says, "I will not receive
itswatch from you for graduation,"
this makes the--ntitement true,
therefore she can't receive nothing
If Nicole receives a swatch from her
father, this makes her statement false.
so she can't receive a swatch
If Nicole receives the car, the statement is true, so the car is what she will
receive.
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SEATTLE(AP) — They usually give
writing awards for story ideas like this.
Let's have a guy take over a basketball
team just before the big tournament. So
there's a co-star, we'll have a player have
a tournament unlike any before.
Make sure there's a couple of nail.
biters in the Final Four for him and then
let this interim coach win the title in
overtime.
Oh yeah, we won't let this guy know
if he's got the head job until the football coach-athletic director makes up his
mind after conducting interviews.
Nobody makes them up like that.
Nobody.
And now,\here's interim head coach
Steve Fish4 and his Michigan,
Wolverines, NCAA champions with an
80-79 overtimevictory over Seton Hall
Monday night, gutting together a story
tine even Hollywud would smirk at.
Moments after Rumeal Robinson had
aside two free throvks with three seconds
-left in overtime for'\the victory, Fisher

was hugging and jumping and thanking
everyone from Seattle to Ann Arbor.
Just 19 days after Bo Schembechler
appointed him to take over the team of
Bill Frieder, who signed his walking
papers when he agreed to coach Arizona
State.
Fisher's appointment coincided with
the start of Glen Rice's sex-game
shooting spectacular, which ended with
the 6-foot-7 forward as the top scorer in
one tournament.
Rite had 31 points against a quintet
of Seton Hall defenders who each got to
witness up close and personal the
smooth jump shot that rarely missed.
"I had my hands full with Rice,"
said Seton Hall's AndrevzGaze, the man
primarily assigned to fight through the
constant screens set by the Wolverines.
"He's just an incredible individual, with
such a quick release- It didn't seem as
though he was missing. I was there most
of the time, but it wasn't good
enough."
Rice finished the tournament with 184

points, seven more than Princeton's Bill
Bradley scored in 1965 in five games.
kite made a record 75 field goals
in one more game than the 68—dHouston's Elvin Hayes in 1968 — in 131
attempts, 57.2 percent. He also made a
record 27 3-pointers — again, in one
more game than Freddie Banks of
Nevada-Las Vegas in 1987 — in 49 attempts, 55 percent.
Rice had 28 in the Wolverines' lastsecond semifinal victory over Illinois and
his two-game effort earned him the Most
'Outstanding Player award.
The first title in school history may
not have earned Fisher the head
position.
Forward Loy Vaught gave his opinion.
"He's a great man," Vaught said of
the seven-year Michigan assistant. "Six
and oh speaks for itself. I can't see him
not getting the job"
Schembechler was noncommital after
the game, saying "I think we ought to

The decision was on the Truck
Adversity agenda after the University of Maine's 7-4 loss to universii)of
Minnesota on Friday_
Because members of the foursome
(see MICHIGAN page 12)
do actually have some allegiance to
their academics, we would leave after
the third place game between the
UMaine and Michigan State
University.
by the Associated Press
While I was in St. Paul I watched
of their last 12 games.
Smythe Division's standings.
the very best college hockes teams
Instead of finishing in their usual
The great Gretzky gambl,e is starting fourth or fifth the Kings were second at
and players in, the-nation.
• "As Pve told the players for two weeks
to
payoff fo the NHI.
a'first-round. 42-31-7 to 38-34-8 for thirdplace EdmonAfter being able to not only see but
now, to me we're playing the best team
series between Wayne Gretzky and the ton, the Oilers worst finish since 1980-81.
talk to members and coaches of the
Los Angeles •Kings and his former team, Still. the Kings were 26 points behind
!earns, I had to make sure 1 saw the_
in the league," he says. "Calgary and
the Edmonton Oilers.
championship game between- Harpoints
117
finished
with
Montreal have had tremendous years
Calgary which
After playing 80 games to eliminate the best in the league.
vard and Minnesota. So a collect call
five of the league's 21 teams, the NHL
and they have deservingly won, too. But
home and the ineic of a VCR made
Gretzky, who scored 54 goals and
playoffs
begin
Wednesday
night
under pressure and these situations, the
it possible.
.
whose 168 points were second to
including
the
matchup
with
eight
games,
That was becniee some of the inLemieux's 199, led Edmonton to four of
best team in the league, and as far as I'm
at the Forum in Inglewood, Calif. betdividual performances were simply
the last five NHL titles. He remains wary
•-oncerned,
is Edmonton."
ween Gretzky and his former employees, of the Oilers, who have won just three
exciting to see firsthand. Not only as
the Edmonton Oilers.
a follower of the Black Bears but as
But if that intrigues the league office
a hockey fan in general.
and
the public, it means little to GretA
example was the Gophers'
zky
and his teammates unless it
scoring three third
Jon An
culminates
three series down_ the tend
Sadown the Black
with
a
Stanley
Cup, which will be awardwalk-on.
on Friday. • bad for a
ed sometime around Memorial Day.
couTdn't have asked !Or a better
"The only thing I look at is winning
game." the junior forward said
NEW YORK-Baseball salaries soarid
Pittsburgh, which fired general
championships."
said Gretzky, who 14.6 percent this year, raising the majoralter The win over the Black Bears. manager Sid Thrift after last season
played on four Stanley Cup winners in league average to $512,804, according to
Or how about UMaines Jim Burke.
because of worries about payroll, had
Edmonton.
"I never looked at it as a an Associated Press study, and nearly
The junior defenseman from Newton,
the highest percentage increase of nay
anything other than my job."
Mass., had his best performances of
team, 95 percent, from 237,000 to
one in six players are making SI million
While Gretzky and his mates take on or more,.
the season in the semi-final and con_
-S461,288.
the Oilers Wednesday and Thursday
solation games.
Texas, which signed free agent pitcher
Fueled by a bull free-agent market and
--Alights,
14 other teams begin the rigorous large increases in arbitration settlements,
Lane MacDonald, this year'
Nolan and re-signed shortstop Scott
schedule of four games in five nights salaries climbed ?harply from last year's
Hobey Baker Award winner, showed
Fletcher to large contracts,"tlimbed 89
with which each series opens.
why he deserved the award. I was able
opening day average of $447,291.
percent, from $215,000 to S407,365.
The most intriguing of the other matto watch and critique the player voted
There are 107 players making SI
San Diego, which signed free-agent
chups features the first playoff of Pitt- million or more, including 18 at or above
the best in the nation in what may be
pitcher Bruce Hurst over the winter and
sburgh's Mario Lemieux, who sup- the $2 million level.
his final competition.
traded for first baseman Jack Clark, inplanted Gretzky as the NH Us top scorer
He is a-draft pick of the Hartford
The World Series champion Los
creased 42 percent, from $378,000 to
— he had 85 goals and 199 points this Angeles Dodgers had the top average
Whalers_ but has not yet made the
$537,801.
He and his Penguins will be at salary, $852,518, a 27 percent increase
season.
decision to make the jump or not.
At the opposite end, the Baltimore
home against the• Nex York Rangers, from the start of list season. The
He scored a goal in each contest
Orioles' payroll matched their tecord
who lost 14 of their final 17 games after
and also chipped in with an assist in
Dodgers, whose payroll has doubled in , and fell to the bottom,' decreasing by 47
leading
the Patrick division much of the two years, have eight players making SI
the championship game.
percent to $275,316, the least of any
year. They will be coached by general
million or more, matching the Boston
Thi: Black Bears Matt DelGuidice
team. Baltimore averaged $518,000 on
manager Phil Esposito, who fired Michel
opening day including Eddie Murray,
was in goal for Friday's game against
Red Sox for the most on any team. The
Bergeron
two
games
before
the
regular
"The U", as they call it in St. Paul,
Dodgers are also the first major-league
Fred Lynn, Scott McGregor, Mike Rodseason ended.
dicker, Terry Kennedy, Tom Niedenfuer
team on which every player makes at
and seven goals was above his season
other series, it will be Philadelphia
and Don Aase.
Least $100,000.
average but his 38 save performance
ri-_-at;-WashingtOn;
Hartford at Montreal; ----Thirtslew York Mets, who lost to the
,
The figures are based on an AP study
was admirable.
Dodgers in last fall's National League
of the contracts of the 679 players who
, His outstanding play kept UMaine - Buffalo at Boston; Chicago at Detroit;
Minnesota at St. Louis and Vancouver
playoffs, have the second-highest
in the Minnesota game for the first
are on Major league who are on majorCalgary.
All
will
be
repeated
at
Thumproud
s. average, 5778,308. The American League
league rosters or the disabled list. The
two periods. I think he can be
day
before
switching
cities
night
for
Sox
Red
Boston
champion
transfer
division
figures were obtained from numerous
East
to
and happy he decided
games on Saturday and Sunday.
player and management sources and inare third at $754,583 and the New York
Gretzky's acquisition by Los Angeles
$708,247.
Boston,
For
fourth
at
pro-rated shares of signing
Yankees
cluded
12)
page
HOCKEY
(see
Aug. 9 led to a marked change in the
that's an increase of 37 percent.
bonuses.

Gretzky, Kings set for Oilers, playoffs
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•Michigan—
mterview Steve Fisher. Weill ckrtainly do
that."
Seton Hall had nearly eirned itsiust
title in its first Final Four appearance
and. second NCAA tournament_ . • '
John Morton brought the Pirates back
from a 12-point second-half deficit' by
scoring 20 of Scion Hall's final 26 points
'in regulation. He finished with 35 points
on 11-for-26 shooting and it was his
3-pointer which tied the game 71-71 with
25 seconds left in regulation.
His fourth 3-pointer with 2:41 left was
Scion Hall's final points and it gave the
Pirates a 79-76 lead. Morton made four
of 12 3-pointers and the Pirates
established e new championship game
low in 3-point percentage with 30.4 seven
for 23.
i•

MAYS & REPORTS
16.271 to choose from —all atibiacts
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Terry Mills made a tough turnaround
to bring the Wolverines within one with
56 seconds left. Robinson then made the
free throws that ended on of the best in
the continuing suspense series that is the
NCAA championship game.
"I have to think for an observer who
didn't care who won, it had to be a terrific, terrific same to watch," Fisher
said.
This was the eighth championship in
the 1980s decided by five points or less.
It,wis the fifth championship game to
go overtime but the first since Loyola,
Ill. beat Cinncinati 6-58 in 1963.
It was the Big Ten's second championship genie victory over the Big East in
three years and the first title game victory for a rookie coach.
Calling Fisher a rookie coach is like
calling the Kingdome just another gym.
He was asked after the game how he
.felt. His reply: "Undefeated:"
There's nothing in spOrts to'compare
Fisher's coaching fear to. He has a win-.
rung percentage of L000 and a national
championship ring
He has yet to receive a paycheck as a
head coach and he has no job security.
Nobody makes up stories like that

*Hockey

confirmed from per 11)

:
from St. Anselm College but he seem- vard. the Cambridge School of
ed disappointed he couldn't - con- Upholstery, with the turned-Upoose*
tribute even more
and the clothes most of us would .
"You wish you could 'skate down never by if we had, that kind "ol:,
there and score yourself," said the
money..
sophomore.
But Krayer, who also scored the •
But the grand prize of the weekend
back-breaking fifth and sixth goals in
went to the Crimson when Ed Krayer, the semis against the Spartans and
a junior from Acton, Mass., slid a low
tallied only nine goals in 32 games
Hobey
Baker
backhand shot beneath
this season, will now be a hero in
Award runner-up Robb Stauber in
Cambridge, Mass.
overtime.
So where does UMaine fit into all
A lot of things happened at that
of this. People said to me it was
_
time.
bummer that I went 55 hours(roundNot only did Harvard win its first
trip) and not see even one win.
national championship in any sport
Well, trying my best, not to sound
but it gave collegiate hockey in the
like a cliche, UMaine was in some
eastern United States a real boost.
very good company in St. !Out and
•
One of the running jokes was that
/
fourth isn't that had.
going into the championship game it
"Just think," UMaineiChristian
wouldn't matter who _won because
Lalonde said. "We are Mihe top four
one day the Minnesota guys would be "'teams in the country. Isere are alot
working for the Harvard guys.
of teams that wottkl like. to be
Maybe that's true but I don't think
there."
there is any doubt that the kids wear—Joe Grant is a junior journalism
ing the white and cnmson jerseys last
majorfrom Old lbwn who thinks his
Saturday night are not only the best
sleeping habits are not as continual
hockey team in the nation but some
as Greg Reid. another member of the
of the best educated students.
Truck Adversity foursome, tends to
Sure it's the stereotypical ,Haarisuggest
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And discover the fresh new
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tickets $10

guaranteed to be the best concert
of the year
SATURDAY, APRIL 8, A:00 P.M.
Hauck Auditorium
University of Maine, Orono
An Seats Reserved $12
CM UM Students & WERU
Members
Tickets Available at
•

Maio Gov Fer The Ani
Om 014••
Video Video in Ellsworth, Bar
Harbor & Blue Hill
Grasshopper Shops in
Ellsworth & Bangor
_Itanc4rPizza in Bar Harbor
Records in Orono

tickets will be sold
monday

in the following locations

I I a.m. to I
york commons
tuesday
stodder common;
wednesday
stewart commons
thursday
hilltop commons
friday
wells commons

tickets are also available 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.at the
,
maine center for the arts and
menvdat union- -ififgrm
. ation cOuntcr

AnswerPhone:
—1-800-462-7616
A choap thrills productIon
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Oklahoma State's Barry Sanders
allowed in NFL draft
NEW YORK (AP) — Heisman
Trophy winner Barry Sanders was
granted admission to the NFL draft
lbesday, just three days after the
Alahoma State junior running back
asked for a special exemption to turn
pro.
NFL spokesman Joe Browne said
Sanders, a true junior with a year of
eligibility left, is being allowed into
the April 23 draft because Oklahoma
Sate is on NCAA probation and
because he is leaving school with the
blessing both of Coach Pat Jones and

athletic director Myron Roderick.
The 5-foot-9, 183 pound Sanders
rushed for 2,628 yards — including
four games of at least 300 yards —
and 39 touchdowns last season.
Those were two of the 24 NCAA
fk-coids he broke or tied.
He is expected to be chosen extremely high — perhaps third by the
Detroit Lions, who have expressed 'a
strong interest in him.
The NFL's decision is one of several
in the last few years that have allowed underclassmen into the draft,
either regular or supplemental.

Canadian.coach criticize,* Ontado.
Track and Field Association for
handling of steroid-caws
TORONTO(AP) — Charles Dubin
riticized the Ontario Track and Field
Association this morning for its decision to erase from its books records
set by athletes who admit to steroid
'use.
"I'm puzzled that the message is if
you come..torth and tell the truth you
will be penalized," said Dubin,
head of the Canadian federal inquiry
into drug use in amateur sports.
"The actions of the OTFA can only - discourage people from coming
forth and in a sense encourage those
that do not to be frank."
Dubin said he has asked the
association for an explanation of its
action.
The group decided on the weekend
that it would wipe out the Ontario

records of any athlete who admits to
using banned drugs prior to their
rec9rd-setting performance.
Association president Rolf Lind
said the move was not meant to
undermine the commission's work
but to show where the organization
stood on the issue.
The association has voided provincial records set by Angella Issajenko,
who admitted to the inquiry she used steroids for almost a decade.
I ssajenko's lawyer, Dennis O'Connor, told the inquiry today that the action was "inappropriate."
In testimony Monday, -Teti-sprinter Tim Bethune told the inquiry
Ben Johnson's doctor gave him horse
medicine to augment a 1985 training
program.

_BaliStaties_Majerus named head coach
at University of Utah
- CORAL GABLES, Fla. (AP) —
Quarterback Steve Walsh said Tuesday he will turn pro and skip his final
year of eligibility at the University of
Miami "with an undescribable feeling of satisfaction."
Walsh said he had nearly accomplished his goals to win a national championship "become the
best player 1 could be" and obtain a
finance degree, so "I feel right now
is the best opportunity for me to
move on."
He said at a news conference at the
university he hasn't heard from any
teams and hasn't picked an agent yokt.

April 19 is the NFL deadline for
written notification by Walsh of his
intention to enter the draft April 23.
If he decides to enter either the July
or September supplemental draft, he
can wait until after then to apply.
Wali is eligible to forgo his senior
season for the pros because he will
earn his degree this summer.
Walsh, 22, was a first-icam AllAmerican last season and finished
fourth in the Heisman Frophy voting.
The twoyear starter has led the Hurricanes to a 23-1 record, including a
pair of Orange Bowl victories, the
past two seasons

University of Miami's Walsh to skip
senior season, applies for draft
SALT LAKE CITY (AP) — Rick
Majerus, who walked away from a
successful career as Ball State basketball coach, was named head coach at
the University of Utah on Tuesday.
Utah athletic director Chris Hill
announced the appointment and
presented Majerus at a late-morning
news conference. Majerus resigned
from Ball State Monday despite the
Muncie, Ind., university's offer to
meet each of his requests for support.
At Utah, Majerus was expected to

sign a five-year contract reportedly
worth nearly $I million, including
television and radio revenues.
Maferus, 41, replaces Lynn Archibald, who was released March 13
after six years as 1,1tah coach with a
98-86 record. The Utes were 16-17 this
past season.
Ball State earned a spot in the
weekly Associated press Top 20 for
the first time and was No. 18 in the
final poll_

Dawson leads Cubs over Phillies, 54
Andre
CHICAGO (AP) -Dawson. had a two-run homer and
Mitch Williams struck out the side in
the ninth after loading the bases with
none out as the Chicago Cubs beat
Philadelphia 5-4 TUeUtp., spoiling
Nick Leya's managerial debut.
Dawson's homer, the 299th of his
career, came in the fourth inning off

loser Floyd Youmans after Rync
Sandberg had opened the inning with
a double.
Rick Sutcliffe went 5 2-3 innings,
allowing three runs on five hits, walking three and striking out four and
contributing two singles that led to
runs.
c
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A Luncheon Discussion Series
Economics in Maine:
Reality and Vision
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SPECIAL UNIVERSITY
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GREAT PERFORMANCE
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ZENM-I DATA SYSTEMS INVITES YOU
TO AN OPEN HOUSE DEMONSTRATION ON CAMPUS
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systems
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Puerto Rico could become 51st state
by",John DiIlin
77te Christian Science Monitor

ake•

WASHINGTON — Puerto Rico, supported by President Bush. could become
America's first Spanish-speaking state in
-the 1990s.
legislation enabling Puerto Ricans to
vote on their future relationship with the
United States will soon be proposed in
the U.S. Senate. The island's 3.3 million
citizens would have three possible options: statehood, independence, or
enhanced status as a commonwealth.
Puerto Rico's eventual decision could
have long-term cultural. liguistic, finanimpli•-..ttor‘ for its own
cial, and
peopk as well as for the U.S.
The most sensitive issue involves
language. An estimated 98 percent of the
people on the island speak 'Spanish,
while only 20 percent are fluent in
English.
The driireAo make Puerto Rico the
51st state picked up unexpected momentum recently when Mr. Bush called for
a referendum on the island's future, and
proclaimed: "Personally, I favor
statehood."
Despite the President's enthusiasm for
statehood, Puerto Ricans are deeply
divided on the issue. The current. governor, Rafael Hernandez Colon, and his
ruling Popular Democratic Party don't
want it. They prefer the existing commonwealth status, with some revisions.
The New Progressive Party, which
supports statehood, has never been able
to rally a majority of voters to the cause.
The Puerto Rican Independence Party,
the smallest faction, favors greater
freedom from the U.S.
Governor Hernandez Colon praised
Bush's call for self-determination but
gently chided the President for taking
sides on the issue_ He declared that
federal officials should let Puerto Ricans
make their decision "without outside interference"
The issue involves more than Puerto
Rican voters, however.. Congress !mist
approve a plebiscite, which could take
place in 1991. And the lawmakers could
set conditions under which Puerto Rico
would be accepted for statehood.
Thc Senate plans three days of hearings on Puerto Rico's future, beginning
June I. Sen. J. Bennett Johnston(D)of
Louisiana, chairman of the Committee
on Energy and Natural Resources, which

oversees Puerto Rico, recently told the
Senate:
"I consider Puerto Rico's political
future to be an issue of utmost importance. There is no principle more
cherished,IA the American people ...
than self-determination."
More than two decades have passed
since Puerto Ricans were consulted on
their relationship to the U.S. in 1967,60
percent voted for commonwealth status
and 39 percent backed statehood. Most
voters favoring independence boycotted
the election, and independence got only
percent.
A poll last June by Hamilton,
Frederick & Schneider, a Democratic
consulting firm, showed a similar split:
59 percent for commonwealth status,
31 percent for statehood, 3 percent for
independence.
Even if Puerto Rico's population supports statehood, the terms set by Congress could be a roadblock to becoming
the 51st state. Experts say Congress must
deal with several contentious issues,
including:
—The Spanish language. Congress
may be unwilling to accept Puerto Rico
into the Union without a guarantee that
the state's official business, including
education, is conducted in English.
—The federal income tax. At present,
Puerto Ricans are exempt from the U.S.
tax, even though they are American
citizens. If the island becomes a state,
they would have to pay, though the tax
might be phased in over 10 or 20 years.
—Business tax breaks. Washington
provides lucrative tax exemptions for
businesses in Puerto Rico to bolster the
island's economy. Statehood might bring
those to an end — a move that some
local politicians say would shatter their
economy.
The White House has no clearcut
policies on these issues. A spokesman
says administration officials are still
"studying the status of such items as income tax and language."
The General Accounting Office,
which researched the Puerto Rican
statehood issue several years ago, noted
that the Spanish language presents a
challenge.
Four times in the past. Congress has
required incoming states to adopt
English as the language of government
and education. The first instance was in
Louisiana, in 1812, where Spanish and

new* were used. The most recent cast%
At the same time, familial ties now
*We in Arizona and New Mexico in link the island to the mainland.
1912.
Millions of Puerto Ricans, seeking
Asimilar requirement was imposed tin better jobs, now live in the U.S., parOklahoma in 1907, where Indian ticularly along the East Coast.
languages were prevalent.
While some Puerto Ricans argue for
Puerto Rico, however, has developed independence, the island is heavily
its Spanish cultural heritage for nearls dependent on the mainland's largeness.
500 years, and it is deeply tooted.
Some 70 percent of Puerto Ricans use
Some Puerto Ricans Ire convinced food stamps. Ninety percent of its food
they can have statehood — and Spanish, comes from the U.S. Tbtal aid last year
too.
was estimated at $6.5 billion.
Last Year, a pro-statehood activist,
Some Puerto Rican politicians say the
Elsie Valdes Ramos of the tvlovimiento best answer lies in continued status as a
Unido ante la Incertidumbre (United commonwealth — but with some
Movement Against Uncertainty) told a adjustments.
United Nations c^—^,,..v. that Spanish
For example, to bring faster industrial
would continue in Puerto Rico.
development, Puerto Itiwis would like
• Rather than Spanish fading away, she exemptions from tough U.S. pollution
argued, Puerto Rico would lead the way laws. They also want more local control
for mainland America to become bil- over illegal immigration from nearby
ingual in English and Spanish.
islands. And they would like a larger saySome analysts say there are so many
o international
ties — economic, political, and human---What puzzles sorne-Wseeto Ricans is
- binding Puerto Rico to the U.S. that why Bush is pushing so hard for
some sort of close relationship is statehood.
inevitable
Judging from the sway most Puerto
Under the American umbrella, Puer- Ricans vote, they predict that Puerto
to Rico has become what it calls the Rico would be politically ripe for the
"shining star" of the Caribbean. Its Democratic Party.
economy, once agricultural and poor,
If that is true, Puerto Rico would prohas blossomed. Business tax breaks bably send two new Democratic senators
brought more than 2,000 manufacturing and five or six new Democratic conplants to the island .during a 25-year gressmen to Gongress. That would add
period. Per capita income, a paltrs $121 to Bush's woes on Capitol Hill, where
in 1940, surged to over $5,000 last year the GOP is already in a minority in both
(but still was only about half that of houses.
Mississippi, America's poorest state).
Unemployment. over 23 percent in
1983, declined to 12.8 percent in
December.
has
Automobile
ownership
sk yrocketed.
Allimmftoftwor

Penobscot Terrace Apartments
Now renting 5 bedroom
townhouse apartments.
$685 per month, /
includes heat and hot water.
1/2 mile from the UM campus

Call 866-7414
and leave a messagefor Mrs. Strawn
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rty Nights at Cor111)3yrts P17
NO COVER
•\

• MONDAY - $2.00 Mug Well Drinks (8-12)
TUESDAY - $1.00 jack Daniels Shots (8-12)
1L00 cow tidies fru)
WEDNESDAY - Ladies Night(half-price drinks)
THURSDAY - ,v).1j1LU- .041,41/
too_Nver

A
$1.00 Rolling Rocks
a

Blue Light Specials
9-9:10 $1.00 Kamikazees
1040:10 $1.00 Tequila
14-1410 $1.00 Schnapps
FRIDAY - 1.00 over
$1.00 Well Drinks 8-9
$1.50 Well Drinks 9-10
$2.00 Well Drinks 10-11
$2.50 Well Drinks 11-on

Live Entertainment
4-8 Weds. and Thurs.
- Meal Specials
4-9 Every Day
Rock and Roll and 75$ Drafts Every Day

